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METHODS FOR COMPUTING WAGNER TREES
JAMES

S. FA.ns

Abstract

Farris,J. S. (Biol. Sci., State Univ.,StonyBrook,N. Y.) 1970. Methodsfor computing
WagnerTrees. Syst.Zool., 19:83-92.-The articlederivessomeproperties
of WagnerTrees
and Networksand describescomputationalproceduresfor Prim Networks,the Wagner
Method,RootlessWagnerMethodand optimization
of hypothetical
intermediates
(HTUs).

The Wagner Ground Plan Analysis Note thatf(.) is not definedforD, the
methodfor estimatingevolutionary
trees ancestorof thewholetree. WhileD is the
has been widely employedin botanical ancestorofthewholetree,it is nottrue,for
studies(see references
in Wagner,1961) examplethatf(A) = D, because D is not
and has morerecentlybeen employedin theimmediate
ancestorof A.
zoologicalevolutionary
taxonomy(Kluge,
We shallconsideronlypairs,T = (N, f),
1966; Kluge and Farris,1969). Wagner thathave a uniquenode,P, in N suchthat
Treesare one possiblegeneralization
ofthe if n is anyelementof N, thenthereexists
mostparsimonious
treesofCaminand Sokal a non-negative
integer,
K, forwhichfK(n)
(1965). The Wagnertechniqueis of con- = P. The function
fK(.) is theK-foldcomsiderableinterest
forquantitative
evolution- positionoffonitself;i.e. f4(x)= f(f(f(f(x)))).
ary taxonomists
because it is readilypro- These pairs are just the treesthathave a
grammableand because the type of tree unique"root'and on whicheverymember
producedcan tractably
be extendedto ap- of N is connectedto thetreeso thatit is a
plicationsin a varietyofnovelquantitativedescendent
ofthe"root."The treeswe conphyletictechniques.
siderare,in short,thosethatfitthe usual
In thispaperI shallformalize
theconcept taxonomic
notionof"tree.'>
ofa WagnerNetwork
and discussa number
NETVWORKS
ofalgorithms
forcalculating
suchnetworks.
The rationalefor the methodsdescribed Trees are directedentitiesin whichthe
will not be treatedextensively
here,as it rootis presumed
torepresent
a pointchronis publishedelsewhere(Kluge and Farris, ologicallypriorto any descendentpoint.
1969).
We can thinkofa treeas beingspecifiedin
REPRESENTATION
OF TREES
twocomponents,
thefirstbeingtherelative
patAn evolutionary
tree,T, can be repre- positionofthenodesin thebranching
sentedas an orderedpair,T = (N,f),where tern,and the secondbeingthe locationof
N is a collectionof nodes of the treeand the root. If the rootis not specified,we
tree,"or a network.A
f is a function
thatassignsto a member,
n, have an "undirected
of N a unique node,f(n), such thatn is networkwitha certainset of nodes may
directly
derivedfromf(n) accordingto the correspondto a wide class of treeswith
from
tree,T. We shall call f(n) the immediate the same nodes,each tree differing
ancestorofn. Fig. 1(i) depictsa treewith the othersin the class onlyin the position
nodes A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and ancestor of its root. Figs. 1(i) and 1(ii) showtwo
treesthatdiffer
onlyin thelocationoftheir
function:
roots.Fig. 1(iii) depictsthegeneralization
f(A) = B
of bothtrees: a networkwiththe "same"
f(C) =B
branching
pattern,but withno rootspecf(B) =D
ified
all.
at
=E
f(F)
f(G) =E
The centralproblemof evolutionary
taxan evolutionary
tree.
onomyis to construct
f(E) = D
83
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the class of trees that have the same form
as a network,W = (N, g), thenW can be
representedas (N, g*), where g* = f. We
have listed above the ancestorfunctionfor
Fig. 1(i). The ancestor functionfor Fig.
1(ii) is
f(A) =B
f(C) =B
f(B) = D
f(D) =E
f(F) =E
f(G) =E.
It shouldbe clear thatthe ancestorfunction
of eitherFig. 1(i) or Fig. 1(ii) can serve
as the connectionfunctionof Fig. 1(iii).

D

LENGTH

FIG. 1.-Three equivalent Wagner Networks,

two of which, ( (i) and (ii) ) are also Wagner
T9ees.

One possible way to approach the problem
is to firstconstructa networkcorresponding
to the class of treesthatcontainsthe desired
tree and thento select a treefromthe class
by specifyingthe root node. One possible
advantage of this approach is thatthe form
of the networkmay be used in inferring
the
properpositionof the root.
There are many ways of specifyingnetworks. The most convenientmethod for
our purposes is to subvertthe notationfor
trees. A network,W, will be definedas an
ordered pair, W = (N, g), consistingof a
class, N, of nodes, and a function,g, that
assignsto a member,n, of N a unique node
g(n) in N such thatn is directlyconnected
to g(n). The g functiondiffersconceptually from the f functiononly in that no
directionalityof the linkage between g(n)
and n is implied. We will treat only networks,W = (N, g), for which N contains

a uniquebase element,
Q, suchthatforany

element, n, in N there is a non-negative

integer,K, forwhichgK (n)

=

Q. These

are just the simplyconnectednetworks,and
they are the only networksthat can have
the same form as a tree of the type we
consider. If T = (N, f) is any memberof

In constructingan evolutionarytree it is
necessaryto choose among a large number
of possible alternativetrees. One way of
makingthe choice is to select the tree that
implies the minimumamountof evolutionary change between the OTUs. Camin and
Sokal (1965) took such an approach in
introducingthe idea of most parsimonious
trees as trees with the smallestnumberof
"steps" (changes in integer-valuedcharacters). The notion of lengthof a tree is a
generalizationof "numberof steps."
A data matrix,X, assignsa state,X (A, i),
to node A for characteri. The difference
between two nodes, A and B, is defined
to be
d(A, B) =
X(A, i) -X(B, i).
(1)
Two nodes, A and f( A), are the end
pointsof a unique internodeof a tree,T =
(N, f), forA in N. The lengthof the internode between A and f(A) is definedto be
d(A, f(A) )
The tree T = (N, f) has just K-1 internodes if K is the number of nodes in N.
The lengthof a treeis definedto be
L(N, f) =:

n#P

d(n, f(n)),

(2)

where P is the ancestor of the tree. The
length,L(N, f), of a tree,T = (N, f), is the
sum of the lengthsof the internodesof the
tree.
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If the data matrix,X, takes on only integer values, (1) clearly gives the "number
of steps" between A and f(A). Length as
definedhere is thus related to the concept
of parsimonyas used by Camin and Sokal.
Equation (1), however,is definedfor any
real-valued data matrix,X, so that we can
speak of the length of a tree in termsof
continuouslycoded characters.
The lengthof a networkis definedanalogously to the length of a tree. For a network,W = (N, g), the lengthis
L(N, g) =

d(n, g(n)),

(3)

where Q is the base elementof N.
WAGNER

TREES

AND NETWORKS

The most parsimonioustrees of Camin
and Sokal (1965) are treeswitha minimum
number of steps, provided they have no
reversals.Analogously,we will
evolutionary
be interestedin trees of minimumlength.
of evoluThe assumptionof irreversibility
tionwill not be made, however.
We definea Wagner Tree fora set,S, of
OTUs as a tree,T = (N, f) such that
1) S is a subsetof N
2) ifT' = (N', f') is any othertree
satisfying

D,C
FiG. 2.-A local regionof a WagnerNetwork.

work. This simplificationof the task of
findinga treeis possibleonlyifevolutionary
reversalsare permitted.
HYPOTHETICAL

TAXONOMIC

UNITS

The nodes of a Wagner Tree are not required all to be OTUs, and in fact it is
often necessary to use nodes not in S in
order to achieve a shortesttree for S. The
nodes of a Wagner Tree, T = (N, f), that
are not OTUs are purely hypotheticalob(1), then L(N, f) <, L(N', f').
jects chosen simplyto allow the length of
A Wagner Networkfora set, S, is analo- the tree to be minimized. I shall referto
gously defined as a network,W = (N, g) hypotheticalnodes as HypotheticalTaxosuch that:
nomic Units (HTUs).
The definitionof Wagner Trees implies
1) S is a subsetof N
2) ifW' = (NN',g') satisfies(1), then a useful propertyof HTUs: the character
state values of an HTU are related to the
L(N',Ig') >, L (N, g).
characterstate values of the OTUs and the
Any of the nodes of a networkcan be otherHTUs in a simpleway. Consider the
used as the root of a correspondingtree four-nodenetworkof Fig. 2 and suppose
withoutalteringits length (since (2) and thatit is a Wagner Network. WhetherFig.
(3) are the same equation). Since irrevers- 2 is interpretedas a tree or a networkis
ibilityof evolutionis not assumed,any tree immaterial. Fig. 2 can be considered as a
generatedfroma networkin this way is a sectionof a more extensivenetwork.
legitimate candidate as a Wagner Tree.
The length of the networkof Fig. 2 is
Hence a Wagner Networkon S can be con- d(A,D) + d(A,C) + d(A,B). Recalling
verted into a Wagner Tree for S with no (1), thiscan be rewrittenas
change in length. It is thuspossible to find
8 X(A, i) -X(D, i) +
a Wagner Tree by findinga Wagner Net-
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jX(A,i)

stateofA is themedianof thestatesof B,
C, and D. Thenforanycharacter,
i,
and
X(A, i) lies betweenX(B, i)
X(C, i)
X(A, i) lies betweenX(B, i) and X(D, i)
X(A, i) lies betweenX(C, i) and X(D, i).

+

-X(C,i)

IX(A, i) - X(B, i)I=
[IX(A., i) - X(D, i) +
IX(A, i)

- X(C, i)I +

X(A,i) -X(B, i) I].

ZOOLOGY

(4)

Consequently,

X(B, i) -X(C, i) I
Since (4) is completelyadditiveover = IX(A,i)-X(B,i)+
IX(A,i)-X(C,i)I;
characterswe can seek values X(A, i) to
at a time. For fX(B,i) - X(D, i) I
minimize(4) one character
= IX(A,i) -X(B,i) + IX(A,i) -X(D, i) I;
i, let
character
X(C, i) - X(D, i) I
a = X(A, i)
p=the largestof X(B, i), X(C, i), =I X(A,i) - X(C,i) + IX(A,i) - X(D, i) j. (6)
X(D, i)
and using(1),
overcharacters
Summing
q=the medianof X(B, i), X(C, i), (6) yields
X(D, i)
d(B, C) = d(A, B) + d(A, C); (7)
r =the smallestof X(B, i), X(C, i),
d(B, D) =d(A, B) + d(A, D); (8)
X(D, i).
d(C, D) = d(A, C) + d(A, D). (9)
of (4) is equal to
The ithcomponent
Adding(7) and (8), we obtain
(S)
I a -p I + I a -q I + I a -r I .
d(B, C) + d(B, D)
The optimalvalueofa = X( A,i) minimizes
(5). We can see thatifa is chosenoutside = 2d(A, B) + d(A, C) + d(A, D). (10)
the interval(r,p), the value of (5) must By (9), (10) becomes
exceed p - r. If a is choseninside (r,p),
thefirstand lasttermsof (5) sumto p-r, d(B,C) + d(B,D) = 2d(A,B) + d(C,D). (11)
and ifa = q, thetotalvalueof (5) is p - r. Therefore,
The optimalvalue of a is thusq, and in
d(A, B) = (d(B, C) + d(B, D) general,theoptimalvalueofX(A, i) is the
d(C, D)) (12).
(12)
medianofX(B, i), X(C, i), X(D, i) ifA is
connectedjust to the nodes B, C, D, of a
beEquation (12) gives the difference
WagnerNetwork.
tween a node, B, and the optimalHTU
propertyof HTUs is through
The median-state
whichB maybe connectedto two
describedlater to othernodes,C and D. It willbe usefulto
used in the algorithms
them thinkof the connection
optimalHTUs byconstructing
specify
betweenC and D
stateat a time.
one character
as an object called interval,INT(C, D),
froma node,B, maybe
whosedifference
INTERVAL DIFFERENCES
calculatedas
forconstructing
WagSome calculations
by a relation d(B,INT(C, D)) = (d(B,C) + d(B,D) ner Trees can be simplified
d(C, D))(/2).
(13)
between HTUs and
on the differences
OTUs. The relationis a corollaryof the
PRIM NETWORKS
of HTUs.
median-state
property
We nowconsidera numberofalgorithms
Supposethata node,B, is connectedto
to Wagner
an opti- forcalculatingapproximations
twoothernodes,C and D, through
to realize that
mal HTU, A (Fig. 2). We knowfromthe Networks.It is important
of algothe the currentlevel of development
abovethatforeach character
argument
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rithmsfor findingWagner Networksis
M
M
comparableto thestateofmethodsoffinding Camin-SokalTrees priorto the work
of Estabrook(1968): severalreliableheuristicprogramsexist,but no existingalgorithmis certainto producea WagnerNetRA
RA
workforan arbitrary
set of data.
We shall firsttreatPrimNetworks.A
PrimNetwork,
forour purposes,is a WagRH
nerNetwork,
subjectto theconstraint
that RH
B
B
the set of nodes,N, is identicalto the set
of OTUs, S. Thus, no HTUs are constructed. Prim Networksare so called
Pi
PE
PE
because theywere introducedinto evolu- PI
tionary
taxonomy
by Edwardsand CavalliSforza(1963), whonamedthemwithreferenceto theworkofPrim(1957).
D
PrimNetworksare quite crudeapproxi- X
mationsto WagnerNetworks,
buthave the
advantagesthat they can be computed
PrimNetworks
exactlyand veryefficiently.
studies D
maybe mostusefulin evolutionary
A
as tools forpreliminary
analysesof data,
the more elaborate programsdescribed
(ii)
finalcon(i)
belowbeingreservedforrefining
clusions.A PrimNetworkcan providea
A
fairlyaccuratepictureof a WagnerNetwork.Fig. 3(i) depictsa WagnerTree for FIG. 3.-Evolutionarytreesforfamiliesof anuproducedby the Wagner Method (i), and
theanurandataofKlugeandFarris(1969), rans,
froma PrimNetwork(ii). Legend: A: AscaphiwhileFig.3(1i) showsa treeproducedfrom dae, D: Discoglossidae,X: a hypotheticalintera PrimNetworkforthesamedata. In this mediate,PI: Pipidae, RH: Rhinophryhidae,
PE:
instance,the Primand WagnerNetworks Pelobatidae, B: Bufonoidcomplex,RA: Ranoid
indicatevirtually
identicalrelationships
and complex,M: Microhylidae.(cf. Kluge and Farris,
1969).
in lengthby only1 unit.
differ
A PrimNetworkmay be computedas
follows:
least.
ingittothenodefromwhichit differs
1) Pick an OTU, say Q, as a starting Go to 5.
5) If any OTUs remainunplaced,go to
point. It does not matterwhichOTU is
3. Otherwise,
stop.
used. Go to 2.
2) Find the OTU in S thatis closestto
this
toperform
A FORTRANIV program
with algorithm
Q. Connectit to Q to forma network
is shortenoughto be profitably
one linkage.Go to 3.
describedhere.
betweeneach
3) Computethedifference
DO 101 I = 2, IT
unplacedOTU and the network.The difLIN(I) = I
ferencebetweenan OTU, A, and a netJB(I) =1
DB(I) =0.
work,W = (N, g), with nodes in N is
DO 101 J= 1, N
definedto be min(d(A,n)). Go to 4.
101 DB(I) = DB(I) + ABS(X(J, I) - X(J, 1))
n in N

4) Find the OTU thatis closestto the
network.Additto thenetwork
by connect-

ITO = IT- 1
DO 102 IP = 2, ITO
D = DB(LIN(IP))
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IB = IP

K =IP

+ 1

DO 103 I = K IT

IF(DB(LIN(I)).
GE. D) GOTO 103
D = DB(LIN(I))
IB = I
103 CONTINUE
JEXT = LIN(IB)
LIN(IB) = LIN(IP)
LIN(IP) = JEXT
DO 104 I = K, IT
D = 0.
L = LIN(I)

DO 105 J= 1, N
105 D = D + ABS(X(J, L) - X(J,JEXT))
IF(D. GE. DB(L)) GOTO 104
DB(L) = D
JB(L) = JEXT
104 CONTINUE
102 CONTINUE

ZOOLOGY

is taken. If D is smallerthan DB (L), DB
(L) and JB(L) are updated.
At each stage of the computation,forany
unplaced OTU, I, DB (I) is the difference
between I and the network,while JB(I) is
the numberof thenetworknode closestto I.
At the end of execution,JB(I) is the connectionfunctionof the Prim Network,and
DB (I) is the length of the internodebetween I and JB(I).
The algorithmpresentedhere has some
advantages over other ways of computing
Prim Networks. The programabove computes the differencebetween OTUs I and
J,I < J,just onceand eithersavesthevalue
in DB or discards it. An OTU-by-OTU
matrixof differencesis not stored,so that
Prim Networksfor quite large sets of data
can be foundon relativelysmall computers.
Further, inspection of the program will
reveal that it produces a networkfor IT
OTUs by performing(IT-3) (IT-2) comparisons of differences.We may contrast
this amountof work with that required by
a Prim Network formingprocedure described by Edwards and Cavalli-Sforza
(1963). "[The PrimNetwork]can be found
by listingall the distancesbetween points
in increasingorder,and successivelyallocating segments to these distances, omitting
any segmentwhich completesa loop." The
minimumnumber of comparisonsneeded
to order the distances between IT OTUs
is set by informationtheory at ('/2) (IT)
The pro(IT-1) (log2( (1/2)
(IT) (IT-1))).
gram presented here can thus be made
more computationallyefficientthan other
programs for computing Prim Networks,
because it formsthe networksby doing less
work.
A workingversionof the FORTRAN IV
PrimNetworkProgramis available fromthe
author, as is an IBM 360/67 Assembler
Language routineusing a similaralgorithm.

The program operates as follows. N is
the numberof characters;IT is the number
of OTUs; and X(J, I) is the data matrix.
The firstsubscriptof X indexes characters,
the second, OTUs. OTU 1 is chosen as the
startingpoint and the list, LIN, is loaded
with the numbers of the unplaced OTUs
(all the OTUs except 1). Each unplaced
OTU is assigned a difference,
DB(I), from
the network,and DB (I) is initializedto the
differencebetween OTU I and OTU 1.
Each OTU, I, is assigned a closest OTU,
JB(I), on the network.JB(I) is initialized
to 1 for each OTU other than 1. These
initializationsare all performedby the 101
loop.
In the 103 loop the unplaced OTU thatis
closestto the network(has the smallestDB
value) is located. The list LIN is then updated so that the numbersof the unplaced
OTUs are stored in positionsK, . .. , IT of
LIN. The OTU selected in loop 103 is
called JEXT, and the number of JEXT is
saved in position IP of LIN, JEXT being
the IPth OTU added to the-network.The
reason for saving the number of JEXT in
LIN is that it is convenientto have the
connectionfunctionprintedout in the order
THE WAGNER METHOD
in which the OTUs are placed on the netMethod" presentedhere is
The
"Wagner
work.
In the 104 loop the differencebetween a computerizedversionof the originalWageach unplaced OTU, L, and JEXT is com- nerprocedureforproducingtrees (Wagner,
puted as D. If D exceeds DB ( L) no action 1961,and referencestherein). This method
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has been employed by Kluge and Farris tree. I have experimentedwith programs
in which the additionsequence is given by
(1969).
In the WagnerMethod,the treeis formed
1) scanning the tree by the intervalby adding OTUs one at a time to a tree distance formulaat each step to determine
that initiallyconsistsof a single node-the which
unplaced OTU is closest to the tree
ancestor. The ancestormay be "hypothet- (as opposed to being closestto the ancestor),
ical" in that it is not an existingOTU. The
2) adding OTUs to a Wagner Tree with
"hypothetical"ancestoris, however,treated ancestorA in the same orderas theywould
as an OTU ratherthan an HTU in thatthe be added to a Prim Network with base
characterstates of the ancestor are fixed,
element A, and
not computedby the algorithm.
3) adding OTUs withlarge advancement
The order in which OTUs are added to indices first.
the tree is determinedby the rank order
of the advancementindex. For OTU I, the
None of these modificationshas shown
advancementindexis definedto be d( I, A), particularsuperiorityto the original algowhere A is the ancestor. OTUs with small rithmin formingordinaryWagner Trees.
advancementindices are added to the tree Methods (2) and (3) have proved to be
first. At each stage, the placement of the superiorto the originalalgorithmin applinext OTU to be added is determined cations where Wagner programsare used
throughthe intervaldistance formula,and in successive weighting procedures (see
a new HTU to connect an OTU to the Farris, 1969).
networkis formedusing the median-state The ancestorin the simpleWagner algoproperty.
rithmcan be used to imparta directionto
The algorithmof the Wagner Method is the tree,but it need not be interpretedin
this way. If a real OTU is used as the
then:
the out"ancestor"in theWagneralgorithm,
1) Select an ancestor,A. Go to 2.
a
Network.
put
can
be
used
as
Wagner
2) Compute the advancementindex,AD
(I) = d(1, A) foreach OTU, I. Go to 3.
ROOTLESS WAGNER METHODS
3) Find the OTU withsmallestadvanceThe simple Wagner algorithmdoes not
ment index. Connect it to the ancestorto
on the trees it proforma treewithone linkage (one interval). impose irreversibility
the choice
this
and
from
duces,
standpoint,
Go to 4.
4) Find the unplaced OTU, B, with of an ancestormay not be crucial. It has
been found,however,that the formof the
smallest advancementindex. Go to 5.
5) Find the interval (linkage), INT( C, tree produced by a simple Wagner algof(C) ), for C a node of the tree such that rithmcan be changed by altering,the and(B, INT(C, f(C))) is minimal. Go to 6. cestor. The Rootless Wagner algorithms
6) Constructan HTU, Y, as the median have been developed as an approach to
reducingthe dependencyof the tree on the
of B, C, and f(C). Go to 7.
inferred
ancestor.
7) Update the ancestorfunction:
A RootlessWagneralgorithmis produced
f(Y) =f(C)
fromthe simple algorithmdescribed above
f(B) =Y
by modifyingthe first4 steps:
f(C) =Y.
1) Select a pair of OTUs, A and D such
Go to 8.
thatd(A, D) > d(I, J) forany OTUs, I and
8) If any OTUs remain unplaced, go to
J,in the study. Link themto forman inter4. Otherwisestop.
val. Go to 2.

The simple Wagner algorithm can be
2) Compute the "advancementindex" of
modifiedby changingthe criterionfor the each OTU, I, as d(I, INT(A, D)). Go to 3.
orderin which the OTUs are added to the
3) Find the OTU, C 7= A, D, with the
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largest "advancement index." Form an
HTU, Y, as the median of A, B, and C.
Constructan ancestorfunction:
f(A) =Y
f(D) =Y
f(C) =Y.
Go to 4.
4) Find the unplaced OTU, B, with the
largest"advancementindex." Go to 5.
As with rooted Wagner procedures, a
numberof RootlessWagner algorithmscan
be generatedby changingthe criterionfor
the addition sequence of OTUs. Several
addition criteriahave been tried,but none
seem to be appreciablymore effectivethan
the- one given above. The criteriondescribedcan operateeffectively
in successive
weightingapplications.
The Rootless Wagner algorithmhas the
advantage that it can produce a Wagner
Networkwith no referenceto an ancestor
at all. The algorithmcan be used, however,
to produce a directedWagner Tree, simply
by includinga postulated ancestor among
the OTUs to be analyzed. Hypothetical
ancestor"OTUs" are given no special treatment by a Rootless Wagner procedure. It
is still possible for the formof the tree to
be influencedby the inclusion of an ancestor.
OPTIMI ZATION

OF TREES

A drawback of the algorithmsdescribed
above is that the HTUs produced during
the stepwise addition of OTUs to the tree
may not be the optimal ones for the complete tree. The algorithmsin which intervals are created by choosingthe most disparate available OTUs are particularly
subject to this difficulty.Suppose, for example, that the initial pair, A and D, of
OTUs selected by the Rootless Wagner
procedurehave quite similarstates,X(A, i)
and X( D, i) forthe ithcharacter;i.e., I X(A,
i) - X( D, i) I is a relativelysmall number.
There cannot, of course, be many such
characters,since A and D were selected
for the large value of d(A, D) (cf. Eq.
(1)). The presence of a few such charactersis nonethelesspossible. Now any HTU,

ZOOLOGY

Y, generatedby the existingRootless Wagner algorithmsas a connectorof some OTU
to INT (A, D) will have for characteri a
state,X( Y, i), thatlies numericallybetween
X(A, i) and X(D, i), inclusive. It is quite
probable that several OTUs, C, E, and F,
say,will be independentlyconnectedto INT
(A, D), say throughHTUs, R, Y, Z, respectively. Then X(R, i), X(Y, i) and X(Z, i)
will all lie numericallybetweenX( A, i) and
X(D, i). Now suppose thatC, E, and F are
describedby a state,x = X(C, i), thatdoes
not lie betweenX(A, i) and X(D, i). Then
the output of the Rootless Wagner procedure will effectivelyassert that state x is
convergently
presentin OTUs C, E, and F,
while the similarityof X (A, i) and X( D, i)
is homologous. A more parsimoniousinterpretation is that state x is homologously
presentin C, E, and F, while the similarity
of X (A, i) and X(D, i) is convergent.The
latter interpretation
can be imposed without changingthe formof the Wagner Network. It is necessary only to alter the
characterstate values of HTUs R, Y, Z.
A tree with a fixedbranchingform,that
is, a fixedset of cladisticrelationships,can
be optimizedforthe parsimonycriterionby
computingforit an optimizingset of HTUs.
I shall describe a procedure for doing so
below. In the description,I shall utilize
the concept of the state set, S (Y, i) of an
HTU, Y, fora character,i. The state set is
a closed intervaldescribinga range of characterstatevalues applicable to Y and i. The
termcladisticdifferenceis used in the sense
of Farris (1967). In particular,two nodes
are said to have cladistic differenceunity
if they share an immediate common ancestor.
The procedure is most convenientlydescribedin sections. The firstis the clustering procedure,as follows. Considera set K
of clustersto have initiallyas its elements
just all the OTUs in the study,each OTU
being consideredas a "cluster"of one OTU.
Then:
1. Select any two clusters,A and B,
that have cladistic differenceunity accordingto the tree being optimized.
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2. Remove A and B fromK.
3. Place Y = f(A) = f(B) in K.
4. For every character,i, compute S
(Y, i) as describedbelow.
5. If K has more than one element,
returnto ( 1).

BC

A

Y

D

Z

C

D

z

The rules for computingnew state sets
(step (4)) are:
If clustersA and B in K are united to
R
A
R
E
formY = f(A) = f(B) thenS(Y, i) is
R-1: the intersectionof S (A, i) and S (B,
i), provided that intersectionis not empty;
otherwise,S (Y, i) is
R-2: the smallestclosed intervalof one
of the forms[at,bi] or [bi, ai], where ai is
E
F
an elementof S ( A, i), and bi is an element
of S(B,i).
T (i)
(ii)
The state sets, S (Z, i), of HTUs, Z, will
generallynot be singleton,so thatthe charFiG. 4.-A tree (i) and a network(ii) to be
acter states,X(Z, i) of Z, will not generally optimized.
be unique. The ambiguityof the states
assignedto HTUs is reduced to a minimum
we assign to the state sets of Y the ranges
by
R-3: if an HTU, F, with non-singleton of variationbetween A and B. Then Y has
state set, S(F,i), has f(F) = H, replace the statesets [1, 2], [1, 2], [0, 0], [0, 0], and
S (F, i) with the intersectionof S (F, i) and [0, 1] for the five charactersrespectively.
Similarly,Z has state sets [0, 0], [0, 0], [1,
S (H, i).
2],
[1, 2], and [0, 0]. For the firstfourcharR-3 is most easily applied through a
the statesets of Y and Z have empty
acters,
after
second pass throughthe tree
the clusso thatthe correspondingstate
tering cycle that computes state sets of intersections,
sets of R are computed according to R-2.
HTUs has been completed.
An example of the optimizing process For characterfive,the state sets of Y and Z
mayprovehelpful. We use thehypothetical have a non-emptyintersection,so that R-1
applies. R then has state sets [0, 1], [0, 1],
data:
[0, 1], [0, 1], [0, 0]. Similarly,the firstfour
Character
4
1
2
3
OTU
5
statesets of S can be computedas the inter2
1
A
0
0
1
sectionsof the state sets of R and E, while
B
2
1
0
0
0
last state sets of S is the range between
the
C
0
0
0
1
2
the "1" state of E and the "O" state of R. S
0
D
2
0
1
0
E
has statesets [0, 0], [0, 0], [0, 0], [0, 0], and
0
0
0
0
1
0
F
0
0
0
0
[0, 1]. The intersectionof the state sets of
We shall optimize the tree of Fig. 4(i)
S and F is non-emptyfor all characters.
for these data. For the example, I shall Thus, T has state sets [0, 0], [O,O], [0, O],
indicate state sets by expressions of the [0, 0], and [0, 0].
form[x,y], where x and y are the bounds
Making the second pass throughthe tree,
of the range of statevalues in a set S (A, i). we replace the state sets of Y with their
The initial clusterset, K, containsA, B, intersections
withthe statesetsof R, obtainC, D, and E. Clusteringaccordingto Fig. 4, ing new statesets [1, 1], [1, 1], ,O, [O,O],
we firstunite A and B to formY. By R-2 and [0, 0] forY, and proceed similarlyfor

\E
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the other HTUs. The characterstates of ically derived hypotheses on phylogeny.
the HTUs are in the case uniquely deter- The relative degree of the likelihood of
mined and are
alternativephylogenetictheories can thus
Character
be assessed,as can the relativeefficiencyof
HTU
3
4
1
2
5
intuitiveand numericaltechniques.
Y
1
0
1
0
0
Finally, since optimal HTUs can be calZ
0
0
1
1
0
culated after a tree has been formed,we
R
0
0
0
0
0
are freedof the necessityto compute trees
S
0
0
0
0
0
T
0
0
0
0
0
by the sort of stepwise procedure used in
Note that the optimizedlengthsof INT the Wagner programs.We may be able to
(R, S), INT(S, T), and INT(T, F) are zero. reduce the amountof computertimenecesThe same procedure as described above sary to obtain taxonomic conclusions by
can be used also to optimizethe HTUs of using conventional clusteringmethods to
approximatedWagner Networkssimplyby obtain the formof the tree. HTUs could
imposingan arbitrarydirectionon the con- then be computedseparately. The type of
nectionfunctionof the network. The tree clusteringscheme used will need to be
example just performedis equivalent to carefullyselected,however. Most phenetic
clustering methods generate branching
optimizingthe networkof Fig. 4( ii).
formswith an unacceptablylow degree of
parsimony. I am currentlyinvestigating
DISCUSSION
The HTU optimizingprocedure can be clusteringcriteriato allow clusteringproused to increasethe parsimonyof treesand grams to generate branching forms optinetworksgenerated by Wagner programs. mizable to acceptablysmall length.
It can also be used, however,to assign an
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